[Measuring sleep duration and sleep quality].
Restorative functions of sleep are of special interest for sleep medicine. For the assessment of these restorative functions, various parameters are taken into account, among which sleep duration and sleep quality play the most important roles. Both terms are essential for sleep perception, expressing the subjective satisfaction of the individual with the time spent asleep. In recent decades, sleep medicine and sleep research have developed methods for the assessment of both objective and subjective dimensions of sleep. Among subjective methods, taking of the medical history focusing on the patient's sleep is important. Standardized and validated questionnaires play a supportive role. Objective methods are, for example, estimation of the sleep-wake cycle by means of actigraphy and polygraphy. Especially in multimorbid patients, polysomnography is still the gold standard method for diagnostics. An important approach during recent years is shifting from bothering overnight examinations into less disturbing procedures for patients that include performing ambulatory, outpatient examinations in the patients' home rather than inpatient surveillance within sleep centers.